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Mechanical data:
Mounting: on the ground / foundation required
Casing: aluminium
Power supply: inside

Optical data:
Light distribution: symmetrical, street or park
Lighting: direct

Other data:
Contains light source: yes
Type of source: LED
Application: parks, estetes, surroundings of office

buildingss
On request: fuse connector, DALI, A 1-10V

Available in four dimensions, the FAT luminaire provides a well e cient outdoor lighting solution for various applications in places such
as parks, cycle paths, residential streets and even main roads and boulevards. The luminaire offers three optics to choose from.

FAT
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C - color

L - lenses to choose:
02 - asymmetric
floodlighting distribution
03 - street lighting
distribution
04 - park lighting
distribution

* for power supply cable
from 4mm2 to 25mm2
(for power supply cable
up to 4mm2 fuse
connector included

cold white
03 matt
93 glossy

warm white
10 matt
91 glossy

light grey
06 matt
96 glossy

grey
07 matt
97 glossy

grey graphite
80 matt
84 glossy

anthracite
70 matt
76 glossy

black
05 matt
95 glossy

Catalogue code Light source Light flux Power Color temperature CRI/RA Weight Dimensions

5496.804.L.C LED 8000lm 62W 4000K ≥80 39,0kg L=800, W=150, H=6000mm

Creation Date: 22.12.2020 
We reserve the right to change, at any time and without prior notice the technical specifications provided on the card. The color options of the finishes presented in the catalog may differ from the actual ones. Light flux tolerance +/- 10% 
Power may vary depending on the LED performance of the particular generation.
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